BEAR PAPER
EARN FREE BNB

1. INTRODUCTION
Introducing to the community BEARBNB's white paper aims to help the
community better understand our vision, strategy and roadmap.
We'll go over our one-of-a-kind redistribution process in great detail. It's a unique feature
of the BSC ecology. We are pleased to be one of the projects providing significant
advantages to the community through an automated incentive system. Are you feeling
excited?
BEARBNB is the next evolution of Binance Smart Chain's (BSC) profitable
contract, in which you will be paid in BNB rather than tokens. Simply hold BEARBNB
tokens in your wallet to receive BNB.
BEARBNB is an owner-created decentralized token that acts as an independent
liquidity generation protocol and frictionless autonomous yield farming.
BEARBNB token is one of the projects that bring the most benefits to holders
successfully launched on Binance Smart Chain, has unique features of daily rewards in
BNB for holder this token.

2. DISTRIBUTION BNB
We have created a unique system that automatically confirms to every holder the
amount due. We call it the BEARBNB PROCESS.
How it works for holders: You buy tokens and hold them, every 30 minutes you
automatically get BNB in your wallet. No action is required.Your BEARBNB token
count is stable and will not change.
If the transaction volume is low you may receive BNB slower, but don't worry, the
amount of BNB will automatically be transferred to your wallet as soon as the transaction
volume increases or you can also receive the amount of BNB instantly by making 1 small
transaction (buying or selling 01$ token)

3. TOKENNOMICS
Total Supply: 1.000.000.000.000
Burn: 500.000.000.000 (50%)
Token For Presale: 250.000.000.000 (25%)
Token For Pancakeswap: 150.000.000.000 (15%)

Marketing Wallet: 50.000.000.000 (5%)
Team/Partner : 20.000.000.000 (2%)
Airdrop + Giveaway: 30.000.000.000 (3%)
10% Redistribution In BNB
10% of every buy/sell is taken and redistributed to all BEARBNB holders. Hold
BEARBNB tokens, earn BNB.
Auto Paid Every 30 Minutes
You don't need to claim your earned BNB. It's automatically sent to your wallet every 30
minutes.
2% Liquidity Pool and Buyback
2% of every transaction is transformed into liquidity for Pancakeswap and use for buyback

4. PURPOSES OF BEARBNB
BEARBNB is a decentralized token that is created and thought of by its holders. It
functions as a self-contained liquidity generation protocol and autonomous yield farming.
The BEARBNB coin is one of the greatest projects with the maximum benefit for holders,
which offers unique features such as daily BNB awards for holders who keep the token in
their wallets.
The BEARBNB project is focused on making a platform to promote cryptographic
ads in telegram through an API that we are developing and which will be implemented
through a BOT, both advertisers and publishers can manage their advertising campaigns ,
generate income by watching advertising, to use the platform and all its functions must be
holders of the BEARBNB, in order to access the multiple functions that this bot will have.
A continual flow of BUY / SELL of the token is guaranteed with the revolutionary
BEARBNB concept, allowing holders to get their passive BNB earnings without doing
anything.
We are also developing other great functions to bring the highest benefit to the
BEARBNB token holders community:
- BEARBNB POOL
- BEARBNB Swap
- BEARBNB Wallet
- BEARBNB Farm

5. ROADMAP
PHASE 1
- Website launched
- Whitepaper released
- Brand development
- Verified contract in Bscscan
- Social Created on Telegram , Twitter , Reddit, Instagram,..
- Marketing
PHASE 2
- Presale
- Advance Marketing
- Community Building
- Listing on PancakeSwap
PHASE 3
- BEARBNB Pool
- Marketing
- Listing on CMC, CGK
- Techrate Audit
- Website V2
- Dextool Trending
PHASE 4
- BEARBNB Farm
- BEARBNB Swap
- Massive influencer partnerships
- 100,000 Holders
- Listing on Hotbit, MXC,…

6. LIQUIDITY:
To keep the holders in safety, the initial liquidity (75 percent from the presale) will be
locked for 5 months. DXLock, a reputable third-party intermediary, will act as the gobetween to ensure that all raised funds are safely stored for the duration of the campaign.

7. SUMMARY
A successful project is one that is beneficial not just for the users, but also for the number
of new users we can attract and keep the momentum of the community that helps
BEARBNB grow.
We hope that the BEARBNB project will provide you with a wonderful community as
well as opportunities to earn a lot of money.

THANKS FOR ALL

